Experience the
Magic of Harpa
Discover Icelandic
music in Harpa on
our guided tours

In the 8 years since Harpa opened its
doors, it has firmly established itself
as a major landmark and must-see
site for tourists in Reykjavík. It is
now in the top 3 tourist attractions
in Reykjavík, along with Perlan
and Hallgrímskirkja.

Below we have the pleasure of
presenting two new types of guided
tours. These are tours that delve into
the artistic aspect of Harpa, allowing
the visitor to enjoy live music and
experience the building’s amazing
acoustics.

Guided Tour
with Live Music

Acoustical
Guided Tour

Harpa
Guided Tour

A guided tour of the building with an
overview of Icelandic musical history,
from medieval music to modern pop
music. It takes place in Austurhliðin,
a space with great acoustics and
astounding views.

Elsa Waage, an experienced opera
singer who is also our guide, takes
guests on a guided tour and demon
strates the acoustics live by singing
traditional songs in one or more of
our concert halls.

Experience the award-winning archi
tecture of Harpa in a new way and visit
areas that are not open to the general
public. Learn how Icelandic forces of
nature inspired the unique design and
the amazing glass facade of the house.

3,500 isk

60 min.

3,000 isk

This should
also interest you
A UNIQUE THEATRE EXPERIENCE

How To Become
Icelandic in 60 min.
A few times
per week

Contact us

45 min.

2,750 isk

45–60 min.

IN ENGLISH

Icelandic Sagas
— The Greatest Hits
A few times
per week

Múlinn Jazz Club
— Weekly
Concerts at
regular intervals

Sunday Classics
— Recital series
Selected Sundays
at 16:00

Martin L. Sörensen
Assistant Box Office Manager

Iceland Symphony
Orchestra
Regular concerts
in Eldborg Hall

+354 528 5019
+354 824 4699

Iceland in a Box
— A visual Tour
Every 30 min
between 10:30–17:30

tours@harpa.is

